Molecular mechanism of polyacrylate helix sense switching across its free energy landscape.
Helical polymers with switchable screw sense are versatile frameworks for chiral functional materials. In this work, we reconstructed the free energy landscape of helical poly(2,7-bis(4-tert-butylphenyl)fluoren-9-yl acrylate) [poly(BBPFA)], as its racemization is selectively driven by light without any rearrangement of chemical bonds. The chirality inversion was enforced by atomistic free energy simulations using chirality indices as reaction coordinates. The free energy landscape reproduced the experimental electronic circular dichroism spectra. We propose that the chirality inversion of poly(BBPFA) proceeds from a left-handed 31 helix via multistate free energy pathways to reach the right-handed 31 helix. The inversion is triggered by the rotation of biphenyl units with an activation barrier of 38 kcal/mol. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first report on the chiral inversion mechanism of a helical polymer determined in a quantitative way in the framework of atomistic free energy simulations.